Level 3 Certification Process

**L3 Project Approval and Build**

**L3 Candidate**
- Create Level 3 Project Proposal
- Identify two TAPs to work with for L3 certification
- Update project based on TAP feedback

**TAP Reviewers**
- Each TAP reviews the proposed project
- Provide feedback on proposal
- Have TAPs Approved
- Obtain TAP sign off via email or signed form
- Build the project
- Build Completed

**L3 Certification Flight**

**L3 Candidate**
- Provide all L3 Project Docs to TAP Witness for review
- Submit rocket for TAP examination
- Flyer submits rocket to LD/RSO
- Flyer flies the rocket and recovers it

**TAP Witness**
- Review Project Docs to ensure safety
- Inspect Rocket
- TAP Approves flight
- Tap works with the flyer to resolve flight issues
- TAP and Flyer post flight review
- Universal Certification form is completed indicating pass/fail

**Important Note:** L3 Candidates must arrange their respective TAP’s and importantly their flight witnessing TAP well in advance of their flight attempt. Producing a project that has been built to be approved or turning up at a launch seeking a TAP to witness your flight will likely lead to rejection of your attempt.